
http://www.lydiaarnold.net/


 Introduce patchwork text and it’s 

younger sibling, patchwork media

 Demonstrate (in one slide only) the 

pedagogic underpinnings. 

 Outline the benefits of patchwork for 

learners and ‘teachers’. 

 Show patchwork in action

 Ask: Is this useful and relevant? 



 Gradually assembled. 

 A sequence of short 

pieces (patches).

 Sharing within a small 

group of students. 

 Reflexive commentary 

(stitching) .

 Formative & summative 

What is patchwork text and how does it 

work? 



 No … ‘The Patchwork Text Assessment is 

an attempt to combine the coherent 

structure of the essay with the openness 

of the portfolio’. (Winter 2006).



A social layer & a reflective layer







Learning Outcome Learning Activity Assessment Product

1. Explain your role 

within your work 

setting

The suggested activity is:

Use appropriate technology to create a presentation: 

‘A day in my working life’. This should show typical 

activities that you carry out during the day.

This could be a series of digital images taken at 

points in your day each with a commentary. 

Alternatives might be to use presentation software 

with each activity being represented by a slide, or a 

video diary.

Learning set task:

Share and discuss each other’s work. Consider in 

review, how effective was the work in communicating 

your work role?

Patch 1

This will consist of your 

presentation ‘A day in my 

working life’ plus a 500 word  

or equivalent reflective 

commentary, which considers 

what you have learned from 

the activity in terms of your role 

and how well you 

communicated this information. 

Draw upon your learning set 

messages.





video patch

Modeled by facilitators

Inspired by peers

Encouraged by 

resources and brief

KateLuckLiWS2.swf
Single-Loop  Song.mov
CI1.mov
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1AfHPV-YBdI&eurl=http://tobysba.wordpress.com/&feature=player_embedded




Free media 

Audience as 

motivator 

e-portfolio/index.html
http://tobysba.wordpress.com/2008/10/29/working-life-in-pictures/


Websites

-Useful organisation across a learning 

journey

-E-Portfolio not bound by system 

constraints

-Skills development

http://www.denisebinks.com/


 Media can be selected by the 

students themselves. Learners 

can be encouraged to 

consider and balance their 

technical skill and aspirations, 

the appropriateness of the 

media for the message that 

they seek to deliver, the needs 

of their workplace setting (or 

future setting)  and the time 

available for the task.

 Peer to peer discussions are 

significant in making choices.

 



How to the patches link? What are the common 
themes?

What has been learned? (not what did I do).

Has anything surprised you? (have your thoughts 
or beliefs been challenged or changed?).

 To what extent have you met the learning 
outcomes? 

What might you have done differently in this 
module? How can this feed forwards in to future 
learning?

How would you anticipate the learning from this 
module being used in future study or practice?

What do I need to know next?

What questions do I now have? 

Identifying 

learning gains

Understanding 

learning 

processes

Understanding 

learning needs

Coming to know –

setting out a 

position however 

complex or 

unfinished. 



 Real world 
relevance

 Dissemination 
& impact 

 Additional 
feedback

 Audience

 Inspiration

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SquD_0hOydA&eurl=http://tobysba.wordpress.com/2009/03/12/uai-lo3-conclusions/&feature=player_embedded


 Check understanding

 Negotiate media type

 Peer review  - trepidation, structure, modeling, manageability 

› I do worry about leaving peer reviews, I am always concerned that 
what I write could be misinterpreted and cause unnecessary 
distress. 

› When I am still struggling to produce my own work to any sort of 
acceptable standard I don't believe I can give any sort of 
constructive help to others.

 Support (model and structure).







Added value online: 

Media 

Creative resources

Discrete units/online blocks/structure

Asynchronous peer review

Added value workplace: 

Authenticity

Clarity

Applicability



 Wow! 

 Parameters 

 Time

 Assessment 
criteria



 Assessment as learning  

 Constructivist learning

 Social learning 

 Learner Choice 

 Sustainable 

 Deep learning

 Widening participation 




